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This sweet little cream pitcher was passed down through 
the Holwell line.  Grandma (Sallie Marie Holwell Moore) 
turned it over to me, stating that it "may have belonged to 
my grandmother," Mary Louisa Desdemona White 
Holwell Jenkins (1842 - 1930).  
It is 3" x 3½."  
  
There is a dating clue on the 
bottom, "Made in Japan."  It 

was interesting to learn the information in the paragraph below, which will surface 
again on a Holwell toothpick holder, using only "Japan."  
                      
"Most pieces marked with the name of a country were made after 1891 when the 
McKinley Tariff Act was passed. Pieces from Japan were marked “Nippon,” the 
transliteration of the Japanese word for Japan. After 1915, the words “Made in…” 
were usually added. Beginning in 1921, U.S. Customs required country names to be in English, and the word 
“Japan” was used instead of “Nippon.”  Items marked “Made in Occupied Japan” were made between February 
1947 and April 1952.  After that, just the word “Japan” was used again. According to experts on 19th- and 20th-
century Japanese ceramics, the color does not help date a mark. Red, green and black were used most years. 
There is no explanation for when other colors were used." 
 

If I am interpreting this correctly, the pitcher was 
made between 1921 - 1947.  If it did originate with 
Mary, my great-great-grandmother, it was surely used 
by the next Holwell generations, or at least by Mary's 
daughter, Mary Louisa Desdemona Holwell Holwell.  
I don't remember if Grandma used it, displayed it, or 
sat it in a cupboard. When it reached me, it promptly 
went on the antique what-not shelf in my antique 
study.  It is now moving on to the Bates County 
(Missouri) Museum for a Holwell showcase---
heading back home.  
 

 
Two of the Holwell women who likely used this pitcher---Mary 

and Mary  
 
standing on left:  Raymond Virgil Holwell, Sr., with sons, 
Ray, Jr. and Robert; seated:  Mary Louisa Desdemona White  

Holwell Jenkins;  standing middle:  Mary Louisa Desdemona 
Holwell Holwell;   far right: Oscar Sims       1923           
(Sallie was engaged to Oscar before marrying Grandpa--- Percy 

Lee Moore.)        a four-generation photo,:  Mary 1 to Mary 2 
to Ray, Sr. to Ray's sons  



Online, I saw only one similar pitcher using the phoenix or fenghuang.  What a creature it is!  
 
"Fenghuang are mythological birds found in East Asian mythology that reign 
over all other birds. The males were originally called feng and the females 
huang, but such a distinction of gender is often no longer made and they are 
blurred into a single feminine entity so that the bird can be paired with the 
Chinese dragon, which is traditionally deemed male.  In the Western world, 
it is commonly called the Chinese phoenix or simply Phoenix, although 
mythological similarities with the Western phoenix are superficial.  
Fenghuang is made up of the beak of a rooster, the face of a swallow, the 
forehead of a fowl, the neck of a snake, the breast of a goose, the back of a 
tortoise, the hindquarters of a stag and the tail of a fish. Today, however, it is 
often described as a composite of many birds including the head of a golden 
pheasant, the body of a mandarin duck, the tail of a peacock, the legs of a 
crane, the mouth of a parrot, and the wings of a swallow.  The fenghuang's 
body symbolizes the celestial bodies: the head is the sky, the eyes are the 
sun, the back is the moon, the wings are the wind, the feet are the earth, and the tail is the planets.  It is believed 
that the bird only appears in areas or places that are blessed with utmost peace and prosperity or happiness." 
 

 

 

 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


